
 

B Corp Inclusion Challenge Frequently Asked Questions 
 
 
What is the B Corp Inclusion Challenge? 

Where can I find more information about the Inclusion Challenge? 

How do I sign up to take the B Corp Inclusion Challenge? 

How do I mark my B Corp Inclusion Challenge goals? 

What programming is available to support my company to be successful at the B Corp Inclusion 
Challenge? 

How will B Lab measure improvement? 

Will there be any recognition of B Corps taking the Inclusion Challenge? 

What is the deadline to sign up? 

How do I get started? 

How do I let you know I’m participating? 

What if I don’t know my password to the BIA? 

What if I want to do fewer than 3 metrics? 

What if I have feedback about the metrics? 

Do I have to update our full B Impact Assessment to participate? 

Can I still utilize the resources even if I’m not taking the Challenge? 

Why is the metric set I see in my B Impact Assessment different than the metric set on the 
downloadable PDF at bcorporation.net/inclusion? 

What if these metrics don’t apply to my business? 

What if my B Corp is located outside of North America, can I still participate? 

Can I participate if I’m not a Certified B Corp? 

Why is B Lab making a call to action about inclusion? 
 
 

 



 

 

What is the B Corp Inclusion Challenge? 
The B Corp Inclusion Challenge is a call to action for every B Corp to set goals and improve on 
3 or more inclusion metrics in the B Impact Assessment by September 1, 2017. 

Where can I find more information about the Inclusion Challenge? 
Your one stop shop for information is at bcorporation.net/inclusion, where you can find a PDF of 
the metric set as well as links to register for webinars and download best practice 
guides.Specific questions can be directed to inclusion@bcorporation.net 

How do I sign up to take the B Corp Inclusion Challenge? 
To sign up for the Inclusion Challenge, please take two steps: 

1. Select “Yes” to the first question that asks you to confirm your company is participating in 
the Inclusion Challenge.  

2. Indicate which metrics your company plans to improve upon by clicking the Mark for 
Improvement star to the right of your chosen metrics.  

 
See How do I mark my B Corp Inclusion Challenge goals? below for instructions. 

How do I mark my B Corp Inclusion Challenge goals? 
1. Log into your B Impact Assessment. Use the same credentials you used to fill out your 

Assessment for certification. Find the B Corp Inclusion Challenge section on the lefthand 
navigation of the BIA. 

 
2. Click the “Mark for Improvement” star to the right of the metrics for which you want to set 

goals to improve by September 1, 2017 
 
Marking your ‘goal metrics’ in your B Impact Assessment is your official sign-up for the 
B Corp Inclusion Challenge and allows B Lab to send resources to help you improve 
upon your chosen metrics.  

What programming is available to support my company to be successful at the B Corp 
Inclusion Challenge? 
We are providing downloadable resources like Metric Digests and Best Practice Guides, and 
hosting monthly Ask an Expert calls on relevant topics. You can also join a Peer Exchange, or a 
small group of fellow B Corps that provide practice, support and accountability for hard 
conversations to accompany your inclusive economy work. All resources and a schedule can be 
found at bcorporation.net/inclusion 
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How will B Lab measure improvement?  
We know that many important steps toward greater inclusion may take more than one year to 
realize. Therefore we won’t be counting score improvements, but rather will be using a survey to 
ask you to report your company’s improvement. So if you improve - even if you don’t get to 
select a new answer option - we count it. In the below example, if you decrease the multiple of 
the highest paid worker as compared to the lowest-paid worker from 14x to 11x, we’ll still 
congratulate you on impact improvement. 
 

 

Will there be any recognition of B Corps taking the Inclusion Challenge? 
Share your stories with us! We’d love to feature B Corps who are improving their inclusivity on 
webinars, in best practice guides and on blogs. 

What is the deadline to sign up? 
There is no deadline to sign up for the B Corp Inclusion Challenge. The sooner you sign up, the 
more time you’ll have to make meaningful improvement before the September 1, 2017 deadline. 

How do I get started? 
The first step is to mark your metrics in the B Impact Assessment, See How do I mark my B 
Corp Inclusion Challenge goals? Check out resources like Getting Started on the B Corp 
Inclusion Challenge Worksheet (bcorporation.net/inclusion) for guidance on gathering your 
team, selecting your metrics, setting targets and getting started on improvement! 

How do I let you know I’m participating? 
We’ll know your company is participating in the B Corp Inclusion Challenge when you mark your 
metrics in your B Impact Assessment. See How do I mark my B Corp Inclusion Challenge 
goals? for instructions. 

What if I don’t know my password to the BIA? 
No problem! If you’re a Certified B Corp email thelab@bcorporation.net and we’ll get your 
password reset. 
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What if I want to do fewer than 3 metrics? 
We understand - 3 metrics is a lot. But moving towards an inclusive economy requires big steps 
from all of us. We hope you’ll choose metrics that stretch your company while setting targets 
that are attainable.  
 
If 3 metrics is just out of reach this year, we are still happy to have you participate and take 
advantage of all the resources we’ll be sharing this year. 

What if I have feedback about the metrics? 
We want to hear it! Leave question-level feedback in the B Impact Assessment (you’ll see a 
Leave Feedback prompt to the right of each question) or email feedback to 
inclusion@bcorporation.net. 

Do I have to update our full B Impact Assessment to participate? 
No! You do not need to update your entire B Impact Assessment to participate. You simply need 
to mark which metrics you plan to improve upon by September 1, 2017 in the B Impact 
Assessment, and update your answers to those specific metrics. By knowing your baseline for 
the metrics you’ve selected at the beginning of the Challenge, you’ll be able to measure 
progress by the end of the Challenge. 

Can I still utilize the resources even if I’m not taking the Challenge? 
Absolutely, we hope you do. You can find all resources at bcorporation.net/inclusion 

Why is the metric set I see in my B Impact Assessment different than the metric set on 
the downloadable PDF at bcorporation.net/inclusion? 
First, be sure you’re looking at the right metric set PDF - there are different versions for different 
global regions (United States, Global Developed Markets, and Emerging Markets). Second, the 
exact metric set you see is determined by your track. For example, some of the questions in the 
metric set on the PDF apply only to companies with 1000 or more employees, so if your 
company has fewer employees, it won’t show up in your B Impact Assessment.  
 
If you’re having technical challenges, email inclusion@bcorporation.net with your questions. 
Please be as specific as possible. 

What if these metrics don’t apply to my business? 
There may be something that is really important to your business that isn’t captured here. If 
you’d like to use the Challenge to improve on a metric that’s not covered in the BIA, please 
indicate that by marking “revisit this” and completing the final question “Recognizing that any list 
of key metrics will always be incomplete, and the metrics from the BIA as a whole can always be 
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improved, are there other key inclusive metrics that you would like to improve upon?” 
Additionally, you can send feedback to inclusion@bcorporation.net.  
 
While many of the metrics on the Inclusive Economy Metric Set relate to employees, businesses 
of only one or two can still participate. Sole proprietors are putting their heads together and 
getting creative as to how to maximize their impact. Hop on the B Hive in the Diversity and 
Inclusion group to hear how others are making the metric set work for them. 

What if my B Corp is located outside of North America, can I still participate? 
Yes! All of B Lab Global Partner regions are participating in the B Corp Inclusion Challenge. 
Contact your regional B Lab office for more information. 

Can I participate if I’m not a Certified B Corp? 
At this time the Inclusion Challenge Metric Set is only available in the B Impact Assessment to 
Certified B Corps. However, we encourage all companies to measure what matters, and we 
suggest you use the PDF of the metric set to set targets for improving the inclusivity of your 
business and downloading best practice guides at bcorporation.net/inclusion. 

Why is B Lab making a call to action about inclusion? 
We simply cannot achieve our collective vision of a shared and durable prosperity without an 
inclusive economy. The B Corp community sees itself, and is seen by others, as a community of 
leaders. In times like these, it is imperative for leaders to lead. B Corps can not be credible 
leaders of a global movement of people using business as a force for good unless we take 
meaningful action on inclusion. Read our full post to learn what an inclusive economy means to 
us. 
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